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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLE!~ ANL ITS SCOPE
Children with speech defects present a tragedy to which
the majority of parents and teachers are strangely blind .
Parents often icterrupt the child's speech with scolding,
while at school he notes, with humiliation, the looks and
smiles that are provoked by his speech defects.
grour..d he encou~ters jests and r idicule.

On the play-

Tpe victim's whole

ex istence is poisoned; he often becomes ill-tempered, dis agreeable and suspicious of others .

Lifelong normal suffer-

ing and permanent defects of character may be the issue.

If

the speech does not become normal, the vocational outlook is
altogether unpromising .

The writer feels that t he school,

designed to develop the "whole child," will be shirking a
main part of its duty if no attempt is made to overcome such
defects as s peech, since it is man's most fundamental and
universal means of adjustment.
Purpose of Study
In oost schools nothing at all is done toward speech
retabilitation due to various reasons such as lack of interest, lack of knowledge of the subject, too heavy teaching
load, etc.

Teachers are so concerned with teaching the

three R's that only passing troughts are given to speech.
This study is made ffiainly jn the hope that teachers
will do oore to improve defective speech of children espe-
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cially in the lower elementary grades or the public
schools.

Other purposes are:

l. To provide means of classifying speech defects.
2. To plan to improve defects .
3. To stimulate interest of teachers in classifying
and eliminating defects.
4. To provide a guide for .further study .
5. To provide a flexible supplement to the Bulletin on
Special Education for Exceptional Children as
adapted for small high schools .
Statement of the Problem
Environment plays a very important part in voice quality.

People are often ttmarked" for certain localities by a

drawl, a pronounced nasality or a twang.

As a part of the

great East Texas where the speech is generally faulty and
the careful observation of adults and high school students
has given evidence, this study is based on two assumptions:
1. Speech defects do exist in Weldon School.
2. These defects can be remedied or greatly improved.
With the above assumptions in mind the following questions

arise:
1. Is the speech practiced at Weldon up to par?
2. What remedial measures, if any, are best adapted to
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the situation?
Even more specific questions might arise such as:
1. Do children stutter, stammer, or lisp?
2. Are children shrill or high keyed?
3. Is there nasality or chronic hoarseness among
children?
4. Is there evidence of tongue tie or baby talk among
pupils?
Need for the Study
In the writer's opinion, children with speech defects
are in sad need of attention.

Speech re-education has been

neglected anf' few studies have been made of this subject.

In some of the larger high schools there are special teachers for specially handicapped. children, but teachers who
have regular classroom duties have not been able to do much.
Hence, the need for this study.
Definition of Terms
11

Speech" is defined as the faculty of uttering articu-

late sounds or words to express thoughts; the power of
speaking; the act or manner of speaking; communication of
expression of thought 1n spoken words.

Gardner says:

Speech is the use of articulate sound
symbols for connnunication of their wishes
and their views about things. Defects,
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are imperfections; blemishes; faults; want
of something ¥ecessary for completeness:
A deficiency.

In combing these two terms the meaning secured would
be imperfection in expressing one's wishes or his beliefs.
A d efect of speech is difficult to define, because there

are so many- permissable variations within the so-oalled
"standard" speech.

West says that it is unintelligible,

inaudible or confusing to the auditor.

It draws adverse

attention to itself because of its conspicuousness.•
Delim.1tations
Current pathologists agree that attempts should be made
to correct defective speech in the very early years of the
child's life.

The younger the child, the greater are the

possibilities for suocessf'Ul corrections.

The writer

agrees with current educators in that all phases of the
child's life should develop simultaneously; therefore, this
study will include only the f~rst two gra~es of the Weldon
school.

This investigation was carried on for one school

semester (4 1/2 months) .

It is felt that this group and

this duration of time will .furnish sufficient evidence to
justify any conclusions reached.
1.Alan H. Gardner, "The Theory of Speech and Language,"
p. 1.

•Robert West, et~,

p. xvi.
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The Rehabilitation of Speech,"
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Source of Inf'ormation
The material for this investigation was gathered from
personal contact with pupils, parents, teachers, health
supervisors, nurses, correspondence with authorities 1n th&
field of speech, advice from attending physician, numerous
references, and previous similar studies.
Previous Studies
As early as 1889 in Zurich, England
ducted for pupils having defective speech.
sisted of twenty-one pupils.
near the city.

a school was conThe class con-

They met daily in a forest

The morning hours were spent in doing lan-

guage exercises, breathing lessons, and etc., while the
aft ernoon was given over to games, tramps, and other forms
of physical recreation.

Though. the school lasted only three

weeks, several P1Pils were cured and all were improved.
Since then, Zurich has conducted an all-summer school for
stutterers with a daily session of three hours.

In the

awmner of 1902, the school was attended by 194 children and
at the close of school 164_were entirely cured and the
others, except two, were improved.
In 1938, Miss Irene Dixon CUnningham made a study of
speech defects of three small children who had speech defects and after carefully administering certain remedies to
each particular case was able to completely cure a case of
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"baby talk, 0 one of stuttering and one of tongue tie. 1
In 1939, Ora L. Singleton made a study of speech defects of the pupils in the first grade of her school .

She

found that children having the most favorable pre-school
background had better speech habits and that most defective
speech habits were due to carelessness and correct imitation of bad speech habits.
studied was

None of the children that she

affected with serious organic speech difficul-

ties, except the stutterer .

She found further that the

chief defect of the vocabulary was in the choice of words;
the results of this study are encouraging.
Singleton's experiment lasted for an entire school
year and the results tabulated in this manner:
l. By the end of the first half of the year most of
the pupils knew the sound of several letters;
could recognize about 200 words at sight; knew
about 10 simple poems and were speech conscious.
2. By the end of the school year most of the pupils
lmew practically all of the sounds of the letters;
coul.d work some words for themselves; knew more
than 450 sight words and about 20 poems.
3. Functional defects 1n speech had decreased 70 per
cent; moat of the children were familiar with about
80 phonograms and skills in self-expression had

1

Irene Dixon Cunningham "Remedial Measures in Three
Cases of Speech Improvement,~ Investigative Paper for Bachelor of Science degree, Prairie View State College, 1937.
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increased in t h e majority of the children because
of increased confidence. 1
The study revealed new possib~lities in speech correction and emphasized the importance of sympathetic attitudes
on the part of teachers.
James P. Kavenaugh 1 s thesis, "Speech Re-Education in
the Binghampton, New York Schools" for the master of arts
degree in Education at New York University, August, 1938,
reveals the following findings and suggestions:
1. Seventy per cent of speech habits are caused by
imitation, since sisters and brothers were found
with similar defects.
2. Heredity may or may not cause defective speech.
3. Speech defects are more prevalent with small children, the frequency being 349 from ages four to
nine, 321 from ages nine to thirteen,

283 from

ages thirteen to sixteen, and 78 from ages seventeen to twenty.
4. Defective speech is the cause of retardation and
general. social and economic instability.
5. Stammering and stuttering are most prevalent speech
defects, of the 15,636 ohildren studied, 190 stammered or stuttered; 291 had a serious lisp; 334 had
other types of defects and 230 had a voice condition.
1

0ra L. Singleton, "Speech Defects in the First Grade
of Washington High School, Wichita Falla, Texas," Thesis,
A. B., Prairie View State College, 1939.
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6. A school can, in its classroom and clinic, improve
all conditions and "cure 0 at least 60 per cent of
speech defects.i
He suggests that teachers should be required to study
speech before being allowed to become teachers; that the
responsibility of speech correction rests with the schools
and that a system of clinics need augment a school wide attention to good speech. 2

.

Method of Procedure
This study is· concerned with (1) finding pupils with
speech defects,(2 ) analyzing and diagnosing the defect, (3)
providing adequate therapy, {4) motivating and guiding the
pupil and the parents, ( 5 ) administering personality guidance
and advice, (6) providing socializing experiences , (7) checking progress , (8) keeping accurate records of progress and

carrying on research and experiment.

1

Kavenaugh, Qi2.._ill..

alli,g_.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF CAUSES OF COMMON SPEECH
DEFECTS AND GENERALLY ACCEPTED
REMEDIAL MEASURES
Functional Defects
Functional defects are those defects of speech caused
by improper coordination and control of the speech organs
during the process of uttering sounds.

Some functional

defects are "left over" habits after some physical deficiency has been corrected, for example, at'ter teeth are
stra1ghtened, after teeth grow back, after removing an offending tooth, af'ter removing adenoids or tonsils.

Other

f'Unctional defects are the results of bad habits, while a
number of speech specialists hold that most functional
speech defects are of imitative origin, this imitation being
either intentional or non-1ntent1onal. 1

A f'unctional activ-

ity is a useful activity; hence, the specific function of
any speech organ is the proper use in speech.

Functional

derivations are, therefore, measured by those standards of
usage that prevail in the particular region where the individual lives.

For example, the current articulation of the

sound "t" in the Italian language, when it is persistently
used in speaking English, may be called a functional defect

1

rnrra.

p.

1s.
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in English.

Similarly, vowel distortions, foreign intona-

tions, "d" for "th", the substitutions "dis" for "this,"
and "amongus" .for "among us," when they are not traceable to
a definite hearing loss or other physical deficiency of the
speech apparatus may be classified as functional speech
defects. 1
Defects of a .functional nature may be omissions or
substitutions of sounds; they may be mispronunciations, or
they may be defective phonotations, all of which may be due
to causes mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
Since it is agreed that functional defects are habitual and since habits are acquired rather than innate, it
only follows that there is safety in saying that such defects should respond to a rehabituation and re-education
program.

The program should be carried on for such time

needed and 1n such manner befitting individual cases .for
the purpose of stimulating the use and control of the already normal or nearly normal speech organs.
The rehabituat_ion program could call forth many and
varied suggestions or plans.

Bender and Kleinfeld suggest

four major problems of .functional speech correction.

They

a.re {l) awakening in the speech handicapped pupil an objective awareness of his speech performances.

Because of his

inability to hear himself as others hear him it is necessary that a program be planned in such a way that he can be
1 James

F. Bender and Victor M. Kleinfeld, "Principles
and Practices o.f Speech Correction," pp. 84.85.
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helped to analyze his own bad habits and try to control all
of the muscu1ar coordinations and movements involved in his
faulty speech; (2) providing a systematic program of techniques for speech re-education that will enable the child
to treat his defects as bad habits rather than mental diseases;

(3) supplying practical inf'ormation and advice re-

garding personality readjustment as part of the speech correction program, since criticism without remedial advice is
the cause of negative personality and inferiority feelings.

In order to be effective, the speech program must consider
such matters as mental hygiene and personality development;
(4) promoting an active and close cooperation between pupil
and teacher during the administration of the speech correction program.

It is often also necessary and advisable to

enlist the cooperation of the parent of the pup11. 1
Sample of suggested drill or technique follows: ,

Relaxation Exercises

Pl1ying Rag Doll
I'm a limp rag doll.
I have no bones.
My arms are limp.
I'm a limp rag doll
Fling your armst Flil).g your feet
Let your arms go tree t
Be the raggedest rag doll
You ever did see.
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Trees in the Woods
I'm a tree 1n the woods;
I sway in the wind
My hands are the leaves;
They fall from the tree
How softly they float
From the top of the tree.
Sample Drill Lesson
boy

little

baby

doll

toy

when

ball

rabbit

we

white

oall

jump

come

whistle

bow-wow

big

He walks, he plays, he helps my mother •
He is a boy, my baby brother. 1
Emotional Defects
One of the factors complicating the production of
speech and doubtless facilitating the appearance of the
symptoms of stuttering, stammering, lisping, and lalling is
emotion.

Many persons, when flustered in embarrassment,

are unable to write smoothly, play a musical

1

instrument,

Sarah T. Barrows and Katherine H. Hall, "Games and
Jingles for Speech Development," pp . 14, 40.
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or hold a cup of coffee.

In such situations it is often

difficult to control the muscles .

Such a tremor, symtomatic

of an emotional shake up may precede a spasm of hesitancy
among persons who have no signs of indistinct speech.

Since

this is true a person who is already highly dysphemic is
sure to be blocked.

It so happens that the very part of his

musculature that is most difficult for him to control under
emotional conditions is the part that is needed for communication of ideas .

Speech defects of an emotional nature

are very numerous.

Submitted here are the classes and

causes of those thought to be most prevalent by the writer.
The term stuttering is used to includ e stammering,
since the genesis of both is quite probable the same, as
are also the rules laid down for the guidance of those suffering from both troubles.

Stuttering should never be con-

sidered as a bad habit, or even as a disease entity, but
rather as a symptom that may be the result of any one of
several conditions .

It is the most serious defect of speech

and is always superimposed on the temperament.

Terman says

there are more stutterers than deaf, blind, and insane t ogether.

He holds that all of us stutter at some time . 1

There are other vocal and speech defects such as lisping, which is a retention of an infantile type of speech,
the monotonous voice, which is an inhibition in the field
of inflection in the same way in which stuttering is in the
field of general speech coordination; harsh, hoarse, weak,
1

Lewis M. Terman, "The Hygiene of the School Child,"
p. 362.
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whiny, high pitched voices, which, while they do not show
so clear-cut a relation, and are very much more amenable to
treatment are often due to a lack of nervous control,
although they may sometimes be due to glandular disorders
or inflannnatory processes.

Lisping 1s a type of stutter-

ing in which certain letters are incorrectly sounded;
whereas, lalling is caused by a malformation of the teeth
and jaws.

Causes of lack of speech a.re mental deficiency,

injury to the brain, mutism, serious illness in infancy,
rearing, and heredity .

Terman says further that nasal or

pharyngeal obstructions are at the bottom of nearly all
speech defects . 1
Therapy for speech defectives caused by emotions as
suggested by certain speech specialists set forth long,
ha.rd, and patient struggles to overcome same.

Since stut-

_tering is the most connnon emotional speech defect, and no
doubt, the "demon" of the group it is believed that accepted therapy for it will greatly improve any of the other
defects in a greater proportion than stuttering itself ;
therefore, only one sugges tion will be made; that one being
suggested by Barry and Eisenson .

It follows: (1 ) Physical

Hygiene--each stutterer should be given a thorough physical
examination by a competent physician for the purpose of
determining whether any physical conditions exist that are
not conducive to good heal th.

Source of infection , if

found, should be removed, his diet should be investigated
and corrected, if necessary, and a routine for physical
activities should be prescribed .

The stutterer should be

Handedness should be exchanged

taught to relax at will .

if necessary or advisable;

(2)

Mental Hygiene--Po1se and

self-confidence should be indoctrinated.

Recognition and

reward for work ~ell done will help greatly;

(3)

Treating

the Family-- ~embcrs of the stutterer's family should be taught
to act and behave as they would like the stutterer to do;

(4)

The School--It is important for the members of the stutterer 's
school, as of his ho~e, to learn to control their reactions to

( 5)

his manner of speaking;

The

Stutterer in the Clinic--In

the clinic the stutterer should be taught how to relax, how
to breathe, how to phrase, and how to enunciate .

It 1s well to

begin each session tbth r e la~ation followed by an activity performed well during the previous session.
be taken up. 1

New work might· ti,en

Regularity in sleeping habits and exercises that call
forth rhythmic ~ovements such as dancing, jumping rope and
racing will lelp greatly.

Exercise, however, should never

be indulged in to the point of fatigue .
Sample Lesson in R9laxation
.(Sec page 11)
l

Mildred Freburg Berry and Jon Eisenson,
1n Speech," pp. 239-244.

"The Defective
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Sample Lesson in Activity
The Jumping Jack

I have a jolly jumpi~ Jack,
See how well he jumps.
Up and down, from right to left,
He jumps and jumps and jumps.
My Litt1e Pony
Go, my little \'ony, got
Go, got go.
Go, my little P£DY, got
Got got got
Organic Def'eots

Jn.f . l esion, disease, or malformation of any part of the
speech mechanism that prevents normal :functioning of speech
is likely to cause detective speech.

The defects may origi-

nate in the larynx causing aphonia or dysphonia; it may
originate with the tongue causing tie; it may originate in
the uvula causing paragammacism; paraphism, parathetacism,
parasigmatism, and parazhetacism; it may originate with the
teeth causing sigmatism.

Each of the defects listed would

necessitate a different method of treatment, some of which
would require medical therapy altogether as in the case of
harelip and severe inelastic frenu.m.

Some of the other de-

fects may be improved in the speech olin1c.
1

Barrows, Q:Q,. ill_., pp. 14, 40.

It is suggested
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that organic speech defects, that do not require medical
treatment, be given a re-education program similar to those
of a :functional or emotional order as it is accepted generally that defective speech, with no present physical abnormality, may easily fall in the province of imitative or
the "bad habit" group; and .further,

because f'unctional hand-

icaps constitute 90 per cent of the defective speech.
Suggestions for helping the tongue tied and the baby
talkers are given by Edna Hill Young.

She believes "baby

talk" to be one of the major speech difficulties in America. 1
It may be defined as speech containing many sound substitutions and as being generally infantile in pattern.

Much of

this is due to what Grandgent calls correct imitation of
Young suggests strengthening

the speech of doting elders.•

the tongue, jaws, lips, and velum with exercises.

To exer-

cise the lips, smiling, blowing, whistling, smacking, and
chewing gum, might be done;

lapping with the tongue (as a

cat), licking candy, singing "la-la" w111 give the tongue
the added strength needed while the jaws and velum might be
strengthened by chewing and yawning. 8

1

Edna Hill Young, 11 The Moto-Kinesthetic Mode of Speech
Training," Jousnal of Speech Disorders, Vol. 5. No. 5.
September, 194. pp. 221-225.
•Charles H. Grandgent, "Imitation and Other Essays,"
p. 20.
8

Young,

212.. ~-, p. 22s·.
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CHAPTER III
CLASSIFICATION OF SPEECH DEFECTS COMMON
TO WELDON SCHOOL AND REMEDIAL
MEASURES TAKEN

Preparation
In the preparation for the speech clinic the writer was
at first handicapped because of a change in the location of
the study.

Perm.ission was received to carry on the study 1.n

the writer's own way.

There were many thlnga -considered.

The school library proved the best place for the speech center, and a special riling cabinet was ''borrowed" for keeping
case histories, testing material and record sheets.
cots were improvised.

Implements were bought:

Two

tongue

depressors, applicators, tooth props, a mirror, paper towels, gauze, and a piano.

Pictures, toys, and games were

also bought and solicited.
Examination
To ascertain how many pupils 1n the Weldon School had
speech defects and to what extent, required quite a bit of
effort.

The principal and teachers of the grades involved

were first sold the idea of the study.

Further conferences

with the three teachers of the classes concerned, revealed

that positive speech cases did exist in their respective
rooms.

During the series of conferences a discussion of
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each pupil was carried on as a means of screening, since it
was agreed that time and effort would be saved by not giving the diagnostic teats to all of the pupils.

Since fac-

tors 1n personality traits and environment frequently cause
speech difficulty, a detailed account of the o.hild's life,
his behavior, his social and emotional responses and physical condition was needed.

To do this the cooperation and

assistance of the child, the parent, the teachers, the
school nurse and physicians were also necessary.

An exam-

ination of the child's physical make-up was necessary; the
condition of each child's jaws, lips, teeth, tongue, hard
palate, pharynx, soft palate, nostrils, and breath control
(hold for at least 3 seconds) was carefully noted.

No or-

ganic defects were noticeable except that of teeth, all of
which were natural causes.

Auditions were carried on with

the aid of the homeroom teacher.
means of motivating speeo.h.

Often conversation was the

A speech inventory check was

made of each pupil with the aid of the parents and teachers.
It follows below:
SPEECH

INVENTORY

Person~ History
Name _______________________ Age
Condition of birth: Normal
Abnormal
Mode of Nursing: Breast
Bottle
Age weaned ____ Age of eating_ _ _ Age of first tooth
Age crawling ___ Age of walking
Talking _ _ __
Hand used: Right
Left
Diseases: Type __-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-=n-a..,..t_e__
Results
Physical injuries:
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Hearing losses:
Vision losses:
Nasal. obstructions:
Food aversions:
Teeth:
Type of bite: Jimmy jawed ____ Over bite _Normal_
Age of second teeth
Spacing _ _ _ Braces
Artificial
Repairs
Home life:
What are his sleeping conditions?
\Vhat are his fears?
Does he suck thumb or fingers? --~Bite nails?
Ia he nervous? _ _..,...Does he have nightmares?
Does he twitch or roll in his sleep?
Does he use coffee? _ _ _ Tea? _ _ _ Tobacco?
Other stimulants?
How 1s his vacation spent?
V/hat duties must he share?
V/he.t are his greatest problems?
General comments:

As soon as the inventory was completed preparation was
made for a more specific diagnosis.

In order for defects to

be classified this was thought to be essential.

The teats

are shown here, Type I and Type II, respectively:
DIAGNOSTIC TEST TYPE I
Name ____________________ Grade_Age _
Teacher

l

Check one
Very much
Does the child stutter?
Does he lisp?
Is his speech jerky?
Is there chronic hoarseness?
Is his voice too loud?
Is his tongue tied?
Is his voice too soft?
Does he talk through his nose?

A little

Not any

(
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DIAGNOSTIC TEST TYPE I (CONTINUED)
Very much

Check one

A little

Not any

Does he make gestures in talking?
(
Does he hear well?
(
Does he appear restless?
Is he nervous?
Does he respond readily?
Does his speaking "strain?"
Is his voice high-keyed?
(
Is it shrill?
(
How would you class his speech? Answer below:

DIAGNOSTIC TEST TYPE II
(To be administered by Clinician or Home-room Teacher.)
Name ______________________ Age
How many children in the family?
Do they have speech defects?
Does he have any responsibilities?
Has he been petted a great deal? ______________
Has he physical defects?
To what extent?
Is he mentally alert?
Are there missing teeth?
Is there "overbite?"
Do teeth protrude?
Extent?
Are there large gaps between the teeth?
Bad tonsils? ____ Are there other throat ailments?
Adenoids?-..,._-- Are there other nasal defects?
Is medical advice suggested?
Can he read? ___ Count?
Sing?
Classification of defects:
A. General

1. Specific
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Classification Guide:
A. Emotional

1. Stuttering
2. Stammering

3. Lisping
4. Lalling
B. Functional

1. Mispronunciation
2 . Omission of sounds
3. Substitution of sounds
4. Defective phonotation

c.

Organic
1. Tongue tie
2 . Baby talk
3. Hoamaeness
4. Nasality

After a careful rechecking of each pupil, twenty-one
pupils were found with speech habits.

The findings were as

follows:

Emotional
Stuttering

Number
7

Organic
Baby talk
Nasality
Tongue tie

Number
5

1
8

Functional
None
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Of t he seven stutterers t wo cases were very pronounced,
while there were five "baby talkers,"

two of them severe

cases; there was only one severe case of nasality.

I t was

felt that this group needed extra care and attention.

All

of the others were judged to be of habitual or imitative
origin.
Remedial Measures Practiced
•

1. Self analysis--The child was made to understand that
something is different about his speech and that he
needs help to make it all right .

It was during the

speech analysis that the pupils were taught to observe wholesome habits of living since happiness
and contentment, as well as progress in overcoming
disabilities of speech, are based to a large extent
on good mental and physical health.

Special efforts

were put forth to rid pupils of inferiority, fears,

emotional reactions, worry, indecision, and personal
idiosyncrasies through self analysis, insight, and
unde rstanding.
2. Mot1vation--That is a means of stimulating the
chi ld's interest throughout the study.

Convers a-

tion was one of the initial steps in motivation.
Children were "led• to talk school life, home life,
and other special interests.

Novelty of activities

proved to be an excellent form of activity .
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3. Applied methods--That is organized drills and
exercises that had previously been tried by others .
Exercises and drills were given for rate control,
ear training, tongue , lip and jaw gymnastics ,
breath control and posture training, vocal training
and relaxation.

For rate control , readi ng and extem-

porization was practiced; the rate was determined by
the individual stage of advancement.

For ear train-

ing, the children were taught to discriminate between correct and incorrect sound . These exe rcises
were .fitted for each child's age and interest .
Gymnastics were given t o train the tongue to make
fluent and rapid adjustment .

Drills were sel ected

and practiced that weakened muscl es o.f the tongue,
jaws and lips might be strengthened .

All speech

begins with breat~ control; therefore , proper
habits of posture and physical carriage, that affect
breathing, were established.

Quality, tone, and

pitch were not neglected as an attempt at voice
training .

Rel axation was stressed , and much care

was taken in selecting material for same .

It was

practiced throughout the rehabilitation program.
Of the four types o.f relaxation that do e xist ,
manipulation and suggested relaxation were used
unstintingly .
Specific Procedure Used
1. A 45-minute period per week was allotted and used 1n
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this manner:
The first five minutes spent in relaxation.
The first twenty minutes with emotional cases.
The second twenty minutes with organic cases.
2. Frequent interviews with the teachers who were
carrying on daily drills with pupils were held.
Changes were made accordingly.
3. Letters were sent to parents with instruction or
advioe concerning pupil's progress outside the

school.

Drills and exercises were often included.

4. A weekly check-up of practice assignment was made
and results noted on the pupil's record sheet.
5. A culminating activity was a little program consisting of several songs and poems.

The records

for the five case studies were played.
The case studies of all pupils were prepared and appraised.

Several of them follow:

Maple Mitchell is a little girl who was born a twin.
She was fed on the bottle.
second grade.

She is 9 years old and in the

Because of poor circumstances of the family

she has had to stay out of school at long intervals.

Her

health is generally good, and since there were no signs of
throat or nasal imperfection, she was given speech therapy
and is much improved.
fb.e W. ll. Bu.lee 1a1bn.c,

Prairie View Universit
Prairie Vie , Tex&11
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Ida C. Wedgeworth a little girl of 7 years had a premature birth.

Her mother nicknamed her "wee-wee" because

she was so small.

Her home l ife is pleasant and her health

is generally good.

Speech habits are imitative perhaps due

to "doting" elders.

Her response to speech therapy was un-

usually good.
Cecil Wilhite, a little boy of 7 years who, though,
born a normal birth, right handed and in every way a normal
child had a peculiar baby talk that was attributed to "doting" grandparents with whom he had spent most of his time.
After speech therapy was given he improved and feels confident that he can talk like others.
Dorothy Nell Davis is 7 years old and is in all probab111 ty a very healthy child.

Her home life is not pleasant

because of the great responsibilities that are hers.

Her

habits of speech were, no doubt, caused by bad tonsils and
from sucking her thumbs.

Her tonsils were removed early in

the program and her habit of thumb sucking was broken.

She

made the most noticeable improvement of all the children in
the speech class.
Mary Lee Williams is a little girl highly nervous who
sucks her fingers .

She was found to have poor sleeping con-

ditions and to use coffee and tea.
teeth.
back.

She had several missing

These "demons" were destroyed and her teeth grew
Her speech habits showed marked improvement.

At the end of the study each child's record of progress
sheet was checked and appraised.
on page 27:

Attendance sheet is found
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ATTENDANCE RECORD SHEET USED IN CLINIC
Name of pupil _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _
Date ____________ Assignment
Attendance

Achi.evement

1.
2~

3~
4.
5.
6.

7~
8~

9~
10 ~
11~
12.
13~
14.
15~
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .

Recor ding Number:
Connnents:
The results were surprising, yet, most encouraging since
only one pupil showed no improvement.

Her case however, had

previously been referred to the school physician whose final
conclusion was that she was mentally unbalanced .
on t he next page shows the r ecord of achievement:

The chart
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Cured

Stutterers
Baby Talk
Nasality
Tongue Tie

3
2

3

Improved
4
2

1

5

No Improvement

1
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The writer has endeavored to show that a speech reeducation program is essential in the lower elementary
grades

and that the results of such a program are of ines-

timable value.
1. Speech defectives are greatly handicapped.
2. Little is done for the speech defectives.
3. Muoh needs to be done for the speech defective.
4. Environment plays an important part in developing
speech habits.
5. Speec~ defectives should have a chance in early life
at correction.
6. Speech correction is nothing new.

A school for speech

correction was conducted as early as 1889.
7. There are three main classes of speech defects; namely:
Functional, Organic, and Emotional.

a.

All of us stutter at some time.

9. Speech defectives are numerous.
10. The classroom teacher can do little to improve speech
under present conditions.
11. "Speech defect" is difficult to define because of standard English usage.
12. Other speech programs have brought results.
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Conclusions
1. Speech defects do exist in Weldon School.
2 . Speech training should be continued in Weldon School.
3. Most defects of speech in Weldon School are imitative.
4. Most defects of Weldon School can be cured.
5. The school and the home can do muoh toward speech
improvement.
6. A thorough diagnosis is needed to determine cause and
extent or speech defect.
7. Some defects are harder to cure than others.

a.

Individual differences will determine the rate of progress of speech improvement.

9. Speech defects do respond to speech therapy.
10. Children can be made speech conscious.

Reconnnendations
1. That a speech class be continued in the Weldon School.
2. That a speech class be set up in other schools having

similar situations.
3. That every teacher become a

II

speech" teacher.

4. That teachers be required to take courses in speech

training.
5. That state schools or teacher-training schools offer
speech training in their courses.
6. That certain schools be equipped with necessary apparatus for carrying on speech training.
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7. That speech be integratea into all schooL activitiea.
8 . That special teachers

be appointed in schools having

children with severe defects .

9. That sppech clinics augment the clas s rooms .
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